We describe recent results from the CLEO experiment on semi-hadronic decays of the tau lepton. We discuss the analysis of sub-structure in the decays ? ! ? 0 , (3 ) ? , (4 ) ? , (6 ) ? , and X ? . Various applications of these results are also discussed.
Hadronic substructure of tau decays
All the tau decay branching fractions larger than 1% have been measured reasonably well, with errors that are dominated by systematic uncertainties. The next step in exploiting tau decays to learn more about the Standard Model is to explore the substructure of the decays to three or more nal state particles.
For the leptonic decays !` ` , the substructure is parameterized by the Michel parameters; precision measurements of these serve to constrain the charged weak couplings of the tau, beyond the well-understood Standard Model V ? A couplings.
For the semi-hadronic decays ! X , the study of hadronic substructure is a clean probe
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of one of the least well understood aspects of the Standard Model: low energy meson dynamics.
In tau semi-hadronic decays, momentum transfers are small, so nal states are dominated by resonances (vector, axial-vector, and to a lesser extent, scalar and tensor resonances); see Fig. 1 . Lacking a fundamental theory of meson resonance dynamics, these processes are described using models. The weak decay ? ! W ? (and its charged conjugate, which is implicitly assumed throughout this paper) is assumed to be well described by 
; (1) with an analogous expression for Cabibbosuppressed decays. The spectral function contains all the strong interaction dynamics.
CLEO can measure v(q 2 ) using exclusive nal states like X = 2 , 3 , etc.; it is more problematic to do inclusive studies, due to backgrounds and cross-feeds between di erent exclusive nal states.
Theory of tau semi-hadronic decays
The low-energy dynamics of stronglyinteracting mesons is the poorest understood aspect of the Standard model. The tools that we have to understand the structure of the spectral function v(q 2 ) are: Conservation laws (Lorentz invariance, isospin, SU(3) f , G-parity, etc.); resonance dominance models and the PDG catalog; the Conserved Vector Current (CVC) constraints; QCD sum rules (for inclusive studies); Chiral perturbation theory of pseudoscalar mesons and higher mass resonances (applicable only for momenta close to threshold); QCD on the lattice; and non-perturbative models inspired by S-matrix theory. 
CVC also forbids J P = 0 + nal states from forming. The axial-vector current is not so heavily constrained (PCAC, sum rules); tau lepton decay is well suited for study of light axial vector mesons.
? ! ? 0
We expect the 2 nal state to be dominated by the vector resonances (770), and its (broad and thus poorly understood) radial excitations 0 (1450), 00 (1700). The masses, pole widths, and mass-dependent widths of these resonances are of interest. It is also of interest to search for unexpected (CVC-violating) scalar resonances, or nonresonant contributions with well-de ned Lorentz structure.
The recently published results from CLEO 3] are based on the CLEO-II sample of 4. 
where F (q 2 ) is the pion charged-current formfactor. CVC predicts that this form factor should be the same (up to isospin-violating e ects) as the neutral current form factor for ! + ? , whose value at q 2 = 0 is equal to 1. We have allowed F (0) to oat in our ts, although it has been argued 4] that a better approach is to x it to its predicted value and extrapolate to q 2 > 4m 2 in some smooth and well de ned way. 
The q 2 -dependence of the width ? (q 2 ) is calculated assuming simple P-wave decay into two pions, only. The model of Gounaris and Sakurai (G&S, 6]) is somewhat more complicated, based on assumed e ective range formula for the P-wave scattering phase shift.
In both models, the masses and pole widths of the resonances are free ( t) parameters. Since there is negligible sensitivity to the pole mass and width of the 00 , they are xed to be 1700 MeV and 235 MeV, respectively.
The CLEO results favor the G&S model over K&S model. The results of the ts are given in We see that the data follow the e + e ? data shape very well, but the e + e ? data lie 3% below data, throughout the spectrum. This is also seen in the t of CLEO tau data to the G&S 
If one assumes CVC, the data from tau decays on jF (q 2 )j 2 can be used to improve the prediction for the contribution of hadronic vacuum polarization to the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon, g ? 2 10] . Such an improvement is much needed in order to make use of the precision of the BNL E821 (g ? 2) experiment to test for electroweak and beyond SM contributions. The CLEO results can be used to improve this prediction, but it has been suggested that allowing jF (0)j to oat is not the appropriate way to make use of the data 4].
! 3
From conservation of G-parity and parity, we There may also be a pseudoscalar (0 ? ) current, e.g., 0? ! (3 ) ? ; but such a current is not conserved ( P J 0 ? 6 = 0), so the 0 ? current is suppressed by PCAC.
In the simplest models, e.g. the K uhn & Santa- Figure 5 . Illustration of some of the many processes that can occur in the decay ? ! 3 .
! 3 decay rate
The decay rate can be described in terms of a matrix element squared jMj 2 given by:
L J J ? = (S + ih A ) J J ? ; (10) where S is the symmetric part and A the anti-symmetric part of the lepton tensor, fully known in the Standard Model. The tau neutrino helicity is given by h 2g v g a =(jg v j 2 + jg a j 2 ) which is ?1 in the standard V ? A model. The hadronic current J is a priori unknown, but can be parameterized in a model-dependent way, or in a model-independent way in terms of structure functions.
The Lorentz structure of J is well-de ned: s ds; (13) where BW(s) might be an overall Breit-Wigner line shape for the a 1 , and ? 3 (s) is the massdependent decay rate to 3 .
h from ! 3
K uhn and Wagner pointed out in 1984 11] that the parity-violating signed tau neutrino helicity h can be measured using the decay ! 3 , owing to its presence in Eqn. 10. This requires an asymmetric part of the hadron tensor J J ? . At least three pseudoscalars in nal state are needed, and an interference term between two amplitudes is needed.
There are two identical pions in this decay; thus, the can be formed in two ways:
? ! a ? 
The imaginary part of the interference term between these two amplitudes =(BW ( 1 ) BW ( 2 ) L X W X ; (15) where the L X are 16 well-de ned functions of decay observables, designed to select contributions to the overall hadronic current with di erent Lorentz structure (axial-vector, vector, scalar, etc.), and the W X are 16 structure functions, functions of s, s 1 , and s 2 , that parameterize the hadronic dynamics. In this paper, modelindependent limits on scalar and vector 3 currents are presented.
Model dependent analysis
In this analysis, the substructure in the (16) where the i are (complex) t parameters, and the F i are form factors to take into account thenite size of the mesons involved: F i = e ?0:5R 2 p ?2 i . In the nominal t, R was xed at 0 (so that F i = 1); in other ts, R was allowed to vary.
The results of these ts are illustrated in Fig. 7 and 8. Good ts (< 3 ) are obtained in all m 3 bins. There is clear evidence in the s 3 projections at high s for the isoscalar f 2 (1275). The t results for the various contributions to the total ? ! ? 0 0 decay rate are given in Table 2 .
We note that the s-wave with B 70% is It is important to note that the parameters of the a 1 resulting from this t have a large model dependence, which is not included in the systematic errors. These parameters will change if additional, higher-mass contributions are added to the t.
There appears to be a small excess of data at high s, suggesting the presence of an a 0 with X 2 fA; B; : : : ; I; SA; SB; : : : ; SGg: (26) The 16 structure functions W X that contain all the information on the hadronic structure depend on s, s 1 , and s 2 only. We can measure these structure functions independent of any model. They can be interpreted by comparing them with predictions from a model for J , such as the one resulting from the t described above.
In the 3 rest frame, with z-axis perpendicular to the 3 decay frame, the hadronic current h has a time-like component h 0 from pseudoscalar currents (such as the 0 ), a component along the z axis, h 3 , from vector currents (such as 0 ! via the Wess-Zumino anomaly), and transverse components h 1 and h 2 from the dominant axialvector current (such as the a 1 ). The leptonic tensor components L X are de ned so as to decompose the hadronic current into contributions from the di erent J P -states (scalar, vector, axial) according to Fig. 11 . The data are compared with the K&S model and with the results of the CLEO t to the more elaborate model described above. The components of the hadronic current h as described above can be measured in the full s, s 1 , and s 2 space. Choosing a set of bins in this 3D space as described in Ref. 17] , we obtain the results shown in Figs. 12 and 13 . The axial-vector induced components of the hadronic current are well described by the CLEO model-dependent t, while the non-axial-vector components are consistent with zero everywhere. From this, we extract a model-independent limits on scalar and vector contributions to the ? ! 3 decay, at 95% CL: B( ! S ! (3 ) )=B( ! (3 ) ) < 9:4% (27) B( ! V ! (3 ) )=B( ! (3 ) ) < 7:3%(28) From the measured hadronic current, all sixteen structure functions in the ? ! 3 decay have been determined, for the rst time.
Summary on ! 3
The high statistics CLEO analyses of ! 3
are permitting detailed studies of the hadronic substructure, precision measurements of signed helicity, and have revealed signi cant contributions to the 3 system other than a 1 ! .
The model-dependent ts to full kinematical distribution reveal signi cant signals for isoscalars Given the large phase space for the 4 system, even the simplest models are already complicated! CLEO has analyzed these decays with the goals of extracting the parameters (mass and pole width) of the 0 ; searching for second class (axial) currents; exploring the resonant decompo- The results of these ts are shown in Fig. 16 . The a 1 decays to via S-wave, thence to 3 . The 0 decays to ! via P-wave, thence to 4 . The b 1 decays to ! via S-wave, thence to 4 .
The di erence in G-parity for the states which decay to 4 is re ected in the di erent expected polarization of the ! meson, and thus in the angular distribution of the angle between the normal to the ! decay plane and the direction of the 4th pion (\helicity angle") cos =n ! ? p 4 . The different expected angular distributions are given in Table 4 .
The t to the cos distribution for the CLEO ! ! data (corrected for background and efciency) is shown in Fig. 17 . There is no evidence for non-vector current contributions, and CLEO 
! 3 0 resonant structure
We perform an unbinned maximum likelihood t in the full kinematical space of the ! 3 0 decay, to extract a model-dependent description of its resonant structure. We use the structure function approach to describe the production of Table 4 Expected distributions of the ! helicity angle in ! ! . the 4 system from tau decay, averaging over the unseen neutrino:
The hadronic current J is modeled in terms of resonances: 
This is done in Fig. 19 . The CMD-2 data, which include a 15% systematic error on the overall normalization, show clear dominance of a 1 and ! in e + e ? ! 4 . We see that the shapes agree well between and e + e ? data. However, the normalization of the 4 (non-! ) spectral functions do not agree with one another. This is also seen in the total branching fraction for ! 3 0 predicted 9] from the 
The limits on 7 come from CLEO 26] As a rst step in describing the resonant substructure in 6 states, we can classify them by their isospin content, with \partitions" (triplets of numbers n 1 ; n 2 ; n 3 ): n 3 = number of 3 isoscalar systems (!) , n 2 ?n 3 = number of 2 isovector systems ( ), n 1 ?n 2 = number of isovector systems. Isospin-allowed region Figure 20 . Isospin-allowed region in the space of 6 partial rate fractions, as described in the text.
CLEO results for ? ! 6
Using the full CLEO II and CLEO II.V data set, corresponding to 12:3 10 6 produced + ? pairs, we reconstruct (139 12) events in the mode ? ! 2 ? + 3 0 , with a background of 36% from other tau decays and from hadronic events. The 6 mass spectrum is shown in From the ratio of these branching fractions, we can constrain the region of the isospin plane, as shown in Fig. 24 . Because the rate for (6 ) ? ! ? 5 0 is unknown, we cannot test whether the result lies within the isospin-allowed region. 5.5. CVC predictions for ! (6 ) 
The decay ? ! ? 0 proceeds via the Wess-Zumino chiral anomaly; the branching frac- we have no room to report on here.
There are several apparent`discrepancies' between and e + e ? data. This may be due to normalization problems, other experimental errors, or a real violation of CVC, which is expected at some level. We need a better understanding of the applicability of CVC, to resolve these discrepancies.
The rich structure in multi-meson systems can certainly be further elucidated. It is clear that semi-hadronic tau lepton decay can be a powerful and unique probe of light hadronic systems. The eld is still very much driven by experiment. It is hoped that the data will provide stimulation for deeper theoretical work in this di cult eld.
The data are also useful for studying other aspects of the Standard Model, such as the tau neutrino helicity h , the tau neutrino mass, the running of the strong coupling constant s (m 2 ), and contributions to vacuum polarization from low energy hadronic physics relevant for predicting the muon anomalous magnetic moment a had and the running EM coupling em (M Z ).
We can expect more interesting results on low energy meson dynamics in semi-hadronic tau decay, using high-statistics measurements from B factories.
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